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INTRODUCTION

Since the last century there has been general agreement that reaction times are reduced when a warning signal precedes the onset of a target (for details[1]). Ross and Ross[2-3] showed that manual reaction times (MRTs) to a visual target were equally reduced no matter if the preparatory signal (S1) was the onset or the offset of a foveal stimulus. In contrast, the reduction on saccadic reaction times (SRTs) was greater when the offset was used instead of the onset of a visual preparatory stimulus[3]. However, data obtained by our group[4-5] have shown that MRTs are also differentially affected by the previous onset or offset of a visual stimulus. In two experiments we tested the effects of a peripheral visual offset used as preparatory signal on MRTs to a target after variable intervals. We found a reduction on MRT at short (200-300 ms) and long (1300-2000 ms) intervals after the peripheral offset. MRT distribution shifted toward short latencies, which sometimes formed a separate population. Since MRTs obtained at long intervals were affected by the introduction of catch trials, while MRTs at short intervals were not, we propose that two different mechanisms are involved in the decreasing of MRTs: warning and temporal expectancy. Our data support the hypothesis that the temporal component involved with the preparatory stages for motor responses can be shared by saccadic movements and key press responses, allowing the reduction on motor latencies after the visual offset in the gap paradigm. Our data corroborate the three components model for the gap effect. In our view, the question of the existence or not of a gap effect for manual responses is essentially conceptual.

ABSTRACT

Manual and saccadic reaction times (MRTs and SRTs) are reduced when a warning signal precedes the onset of a target. The decreasing on SRTs observed after the offset of a fixation point has been called the gap effect. Different theories have been proposed to explain it. According to some authors, the offset also allows the saccadic system to generate a separate population of SRTs, the express saccades. Nevertheless there is no agreement about the influence of the offset of a peripheral stimulus on MRT. In two experiments we tested the effects of a peripheral visual offset used as preparatory signal on MRTs to a target after variable intervals. We found a reduction on MRT at short (200-300 ms) and long (1300-2000 ms) intervals after the peripheral offset. MRT distribution shifted toward short latencies, which sometimes formed a separate population. Since MRTs obtained at long intervals were affected by the introduction of catch trials, while MRTs at short intervals were not, we propose that two different mechanisms are involved in the decreasing of MRTs: warning and temporal expectancy. Our data support the hypothesis that the temporal component involved with the preparatory stages for motor responses can be shared by saccadic movements and key press responses, allowing the reduction on motor latencies after the visual offset in the gap paradigm. Our data corroborate the three components model for the gap effect. In our view, the question of the existence or not of a gap effect for manual responses is essentially conceptual.
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MRTs for offset trials was observed for S2 presented both contra- and ipsolaterally to S1. In short, our data support the idea that the onset or offset of a visual non-informative cue produce different effects on MRT to a second stimulus.

The interest in the different effects of S1 onset or offset on motor responses to S2 has increased with the studies about phenomena such as the gap effect and the express saccades. Saslow\(^\text{(9)}\) was the first to show that if the fixation point (FP) disappeared prior to target onset (gap paradigm) SRTs were reduced. When the FP remained on throughout the trial (overlap paradigm), the mean SRT was about 250 ms; when the FP offset was simultaneous to the stimulus onset (gap 0), the mean SRT was about 200 ms; and when the FP disappeared 200 ms before the target onset (gap paradigm), SRTs decreased to about 150 ms. This reduction on SRTs has been called “the gap effect” (for details\(^\text{(7)}\)).

Fischer and Boch\(^\text{(8)}\) in monkeys and Fischer and Ramsperger\(^\text{(9)}\) in humans confirmed Saslow’s findings regarding the gap paradigm and showed additionally that SRT distribution in many subjects can form two distinct modes or peaks. In humans, the first peak occurred around 100-120 ms and the second one occurred around 160-180 ms. The very short latency group in the SRT distribution was called Express Saccades - ESS\(^\text{(7)}\). According to Fischer, “express saccades are defined by their extremely short reaction times (70 ms in monkey, 100 ms in man), which often form a separate peak in the reaction time distribution”\(^\text{(7)}\) (p. 553) - bimodal distribution criterion. Moreover, after training, some subjects were able to reduce or even eliminate the later peaks, thus resulting in an unimodal distribution with a single peak around 100 ms\(^\text{(7)}\) - absolute latency criterion. Other researchers\(^\text{(10-14)}\), however, though confirming the reduction on SRTs with the gap paradigm, do not support the idea of ESSs. According to their interpretation, neither the bimodality nor the latency criterion are convincing enough to propose the existence of ESSs.

Some important additional findings were reported by Mayfrank et al.\(^\text{(15)}\) and Braun and Breitmeyer\(^\text{(16)}\) concerning SRTs also apply to MRTs. Our main questions are: 1) Is there a reduction on simple MRT when a peripheral stimulus offset precedes the target onset, such as occurred for SRT? 2) If it occurs, what is the time course? 3) Is it possible to distinguish different populations of MRTs in the latency distribution, just as it has been found for SRTs?

**EXPERIMENT 1**

In the first experiment, we collected manual reaction times to visual targets after a peripheral visual offset in order to determine whether the findings observed by Mayfrank et al.\(^\text{(15)}\) and Braun and Breitmeyer\(^\text{(16)}\) concerning SRTs also apply to MRTs. Our main questions are: 1) Is there a reduction on simple MRT when a peripheral stimulus offset precedes the target onset, such as occurred for SRT? 2) If it occurs, what is the time course? 3) Is it possible to distinguish different populations of MRTs in the latency distribution, just as it has been found for SRTs?

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

Eight subjects (four males and four females) participated voluntarily in this study. All of them were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Inventory\(^\text{(21)}\), had normal or corrected vision, and their ages ranged from 20 to 35 years. They were undergraduate or graduated students at Federal Fluminense University, and had already participated in previous experiments in our laboratory, although they were naive with respect to the goals of the present experiment.

**Apparatus**

The experiments took place in a sound-attenuated room, under dim ambient light. The subjects sat in front of a CRT screen driven by a PC-486 microcomputer, which timed the stimuli and recorded the MRT. The head was positioned in a head-and-chin rest so that the distance between the eyes and the screen was approximately 57 cm. Before data collection, subjects were given some training and the importance of maintaining fixation was stressed. During this training, eye movements were monitored by the experimenter sitting behind the subject, using a suitably oriented mirror. The observer did not notice any shift in gaze directions before target presentation.
Moreover, in this experiment, the target was always presented around the fixation point (see below), i.e., in a foveal region.

**Procedure**

Each trial began with the simultaneous presentation of a central point (fixation point - FP) and a square (S1 - 0.5° x 0.5°) located 4° above it. After 700 ms, S1 went off and after a variable interval, the imperative stimulus (S2 - an identical square) flashed for 100 ms around the FP. The position of S2 close to the FP helped preventing eye movements. The intervals between S1 offset and the S2 onset were 0, 100, 200, 300, 500 and 2000 ms (Figure 1). These intervals had the same probability of occurrence and varied at random. The subjects were instructed to fixate at the FP and to use the offset of S1 as a cue for the onset of S2. They were also instructed to press a microswitch with the right index finger as soon as they detected S2. After each manual response, its latency (MRT) appeared, in milliseconds, on the screen for 1000 ms. Next trial began immediately after this presentation. Stimulus luminance was 11.5 cd/m² and background luminance was 0.2 cd/m². All the subjects performed three sessions of 300 trials in separate days (approximately 30 minutes per session). The sessions consisted in four blocks of 75 trials interspersed with one or two minutes to rest. Fifty MRT for each interval were measured daily. The first session was considered to be training, and its results were not considered in analysis. MRTs shorter than 100 ms or longer than 700 ms were considered to be errors and generated a written message “anticipation” or “slow response”, respectively, which remained on the screen for 1000 ms. These trials were repeated at the end of each session.

The medians of MRTs obtained in the second and third days were submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) in which “day” (second and third) and “interval” (0, 100, 200, 300, 500 and 2000 ms) were used as within-subjects factors. We also performed a post-hoc analysis using Newman-Keuls method. The significance level adopted was $p<0.05$.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this first experiment, the error-trials corresponded to 4.33% (208 errors in 4800 trials), and almost all of them were anticipations (MRTs shorter than 100 ms). These errors tended to be equally distributed among subjects and between second and third days. However, anticipations increased for the longest intervals: from 19 errors at the interval 200 ms to 88 errors at the interval of 2000 ms.

The ANOVA showed a significant effect of “interval” ($F(5.35)= 26.871, p< 0.001$) but not “day” ($F(1,7)= 0.123, p=0.733$) on the MRTs. No interaction was observed between the two factors ($F(5.35)= 0.256, p=0.932$). Figure 2 shows the variation of MRTs as a function of stimulus interval. The post-hoc analysis showed that manual responses were longer for the interval of 0 ms (248 ms) than for any other interval. MRTs for the intervals of 200, 300 and 2000 ms did not differ among them (213, 217 and 216 ms, respectively) and were shorter than the others. MRTs for the intervals of 100 and 500 ms did not differ (226 and 228 ms, respectively), but were statistically different from the others. Thus, two zones of facilitation for manual responses were found: one at 200-300 ms and another at the longest interval (2000 ms).

The time course of the first facilitation is quite similar to that observed in the gap paradigm for saccades (for a review[7]). Indeed, in order to define the best interval to reduce SRTs,
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Mayfrank et al.\(^{(15)}\) and Braun and Breitmeyer\(^{(16)}\) tested the effects of different gap duration (intervals) on SRT. Both studies concluded that the optimal interval was 200-300 ms, and SRTs were not so fast for shorter (50 ms) or longer (500 ms) intervals. The intervals of 200-300 ms were also the most effective in generating a noticeable peak of express saccades. On both studies with SRTs, the interval was blocked, i.e., during a block of trials the interval was constant. In our experiment, the intervals were always randomly distributed during the test. Despite this fact, we observed that the intervals of 200-300 ms were also very efficient in reducing MRTs.

MRT distributions were made for the eight subjects with the data of the second and third days grouped. Therefore, there were 100 MRTs for each tested interval in the distributions. It was used a bin width of 10 ms, i.e., the first bin included MRTs from 120 to 129 ms, and the last from 310 to 319 ms. Figure 3 shows data from one subject for the six tested intervals. From 0 to 300 ms intervals the distributions are shifted toward shorter MRTs, while longer reaction times are more frequent at interval 500. Finally, there is a tendency toward shorter MRTs at interval 2000. Figure 4 shows the MRT distributions for the eight subjects for the intervals of 0, 200 or 300 and 2000 ms. All subjects showed shorter MRTs at intervals 200/300 and 2000 ms in relation to the 0 ms interval. Notice that distinct profiles of MRT distributions emerged for the eight subjects. For some subjects a population of MRTs can be seen at short latencies: subject #2 showed a unimodal distribution peaking at about 170-180 ms for intervals 300 and 2000. For subject #6 a peak occurred at 180-190 ms for interval 2000. Unimodal distributions were also present for subjects #1 and #8 (peaks at about the latencies of 200 and 210 ms) at intervals 200 and 2000, and for subjects #4 and #7 at interval 2000 (peaks at about 220 ms). MRT distribution for subjects #3 and #5 revealed almost no MRT shorter than 200 ms. In fact, for these subjects, the first peak of MRTs on their distribution was around the latency of 220 ms.

Figure 3 - Distribution of manual reaction times in the six tested intervals for a subject (subject 1). The number of manual responses - frequency (ordinate) was plotted as a function of manual reaction times (abscissa). The number in the box on the upper-left of each graph represents the median of the manual reaction times (in ms) for that interval.

Figure 4 - Distribution of manual reaction times in the intervals of 0, 200 or 300 and 2000 ms for the eight subjects. The number of manual responses - frequency (ordinate) was plotted as a function of manual reaction times (abscissa). It was used a bin width of 10 ms and there were 100 manual responses per condition.
Our data also showed that MRT distributions were more scattered than those observed for saccadic responses. Several profiles of distributions emerged and tended to be more variable across subjects in relation to the studies with SRTs\(^{(16)}\). However, despite this variability, two subjects (#2 and #6) had short MRTs forming a peak at about the latency of 180 ms. For others (e.g., #1, #7 and #8), a population of MRTs was found peaking at about 200-210 ms. This population of short MRTs is completely absent at the interval of 0 ms for all subjects. In summary, leftward shifts on manual latencies were observed for short (200-300 ms) and long (2000 ms) intervals. The offset of a peripheral S1 is able to reduce and induce facilitation observed for short (200-300 ms) and long (2000 ms) intervals. In summary, leftward shifts on manual latencies were observed for short (200-300 ms) and long (2000 ms) intervals. The offset of a peripheral S1 is able to reduce and induce shifts toward short latencies on MRTs.

The second facilitatory zone, found at the interval of 2000 ms, however, is unexpected given that this later facilitatory temporal zone was not observed for saccadic eye movements. In fact, Mayfrank et al.\(^{(15)}\) reported a decrease in the population of ESs at the longest tested intervals (in their case, 600/800 ms). We believe that this later facilitation is due to a more general effect related to the expectancy, by the subject, that a stimulus which did not occur at short intervals will certainly appear later, at 2000 ms. According to this point of view, expectancy (the preparatory mechanism that takes place when someone is waiting for a stimulus that will certainly occur) would have a major influence at the longest interval, but little or no effect at short intervals. This hypothesis was tested in a second experiment. Moreover, to be sure that the effect observed at long intervals was not due to the anticipation of the exact moment of target occurrence, we will vary the longest interval from 1300 to 1900 ms.

---

**EXPERIMENT 2**

In this experiment we tested the sensibility of the two facilitatory zones observed in experiment 1 to the introduction of catch trials. As mentioned above, if expectancy has a major effect on MRTs at the longest interval, the uncertainty about S2 occurrence (introduced by catch trials) would produce a major effect at the longest interval, increasing MRTs.

---

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

Other eight subjects (four male and four females) participated voluntarily in this experiment. All of them were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Inventory\(^{(21)}\) and had normal or corrected vision. They were undergraduate students at Federal Fluminense University, their ages ranged from 19 to 21 years, and they had never participated in previous experiments.

**Apparatus**

The apparatus was the same as in experiment 1, except that this experiment ran on an Apple IIe microcomputer, the stimulus luminance was 7.5 cd/m\(^2\) and the background luminance was 0.1 cd/m\(^2\).

**Procedure**

Each trial began with the simultaneous presentation of a central point (fixation point - FP) and a square (S1 - 0.5° x 0.5°) located 4° to the right of the central point. After 1000 ms, S1 went off and after a variable interval, the imperative stimulus (an identical square - S2) flashed for 100 ms around the central point. The interval between the offset of S1 and the onset of S2 varied randomly and with the same probability among 50, 250 and 1600 ms (Figure 5). In addition, the interval of 1600 ms varied randomly from 1300 to 1900 ms. The subjects were instructed to fixate the FP and to use the offset of S1 as a cue for the onset of S2. They were also instructed to press a microswitch with the right index finger as soon as they detected S2. Subjects were notified that there were two different conditions on separate days: no-catch and catch conditions. In the no-catch condition subjects were informed that S2 would occur in 100% of the trials. In the catch condition, S2 would occur only 80% of the time. Therefore, in the latter, subjects were never sure about S2 occurrence. After each manual response the latency of that response (MRT) in milliseconds appeared on the screen for 1500 ms. Next trial began immediately after this presentation. All the subjects performed three sessions of 300 trials in separate days (approximately 30 minutes per session). Each session had four blocks of 75 trials and one or two minutes of resting between the blocks. The first session was considered training and its data were excluded from the statistical analysis. This session included separately one block of the catch condition and another of no-catch condition. In the second and third sessions, only one condition was used at a time. For 50% of the subjects the second session was performed on the catch condition and for the other 50%, the no-catch condition was used instead. MRT

---
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shorter than 100 ms or longer than 700 ms were considered errors (anticipation and slow responses, respectively) and were discarded. Also, when subjects pressed the microswitch in a trial without S2 (catch trials), an error was committed. When one of these errors were detected, instead of the MRT, the messages “anticipation”, “slow response” or “error” appeared on the screen for 1500 ms. All errors-trials were repeated at the end of each session.

The medians of MRTs obtained in the second and third days were submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) in which condition (no-catch and catch) and interval (50, 250 and 1600 ms) were used as within-subjects factors. The data were also submitted to a post-hoc analysis using the Newman-Keuls method. The level of significance adopted was $p<0.05$.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this experiment, the error-trials corresponded to 3.66% (176 errors in 4800 trials), and almost all of them were anticipations (93%). These anticipations tended to be equally distributed among subjects and between conditions (46% for no-catch and 54% for catch condition). Subjects pressed the key in a trial without S2 (“catch trials”) only 13 times.

The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of “interval” ($F(2.14)= 7.418, p=0.006$). There was also a significant interaction between “interval” and “condition” ($F(2.14)= 11.659, p=0.001$). Figure 6 shows the mean MRTs for each interval and condition for the eight subjects. MRTs at interval 50 were 204 and 207 ms for no-catch and catch conditions, respectively; at interval 250, MRTs for these conditions were 192 and 193 ms, respectively. The post-hoc analysis showed that MRTs at intervals 50 and 250 were statistically different. At these intervals, MRTs for both conditions did not present a significant difference. On the other hand, for interval 1600 ms, MRTs in the no-catch condition were shorter than in the catch condition (198 and 215 ms, respectively). MRTs for intervals 250 and 1600 (192 and 198 ms, respectively) did not differ in the no-catch condition. However, in the catch condition MRTs for interval 250 (193 ms) were shorter than those for interval 1600 (215 ms).

The results obtained in experiment 2 for the no-catch condition were similar to those observed in experiment 1, showing that the facilitation at the longest interval was not due to the temporal prediction of target occurrence. Although in experiment 1 the longest interval had a fixed duration of 2000 ms, in experiment 2 it varied randomly from 1300 to 1900 ms and, despite this, the presence of facilitation was evident. We observed, once again, facilitation at interval 250 for both conditions (no-catch and catch). Indeed, the most important result obtained in experiment 2 was the slowing down of MRTs at the longest interval in the catch condition. It means that when the occurrence of S2 was sure, expectancy was maximal and MRTs were minimal. However, when catch trials were introduced (20% of the trials) MRTs increased, thus indicating that under this condition expectancy was smaller.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Initially, it is important to comment about the relevance of using a peripheral offset instead of a fixation offset in our experiments. First, it allows a comparison with the studies of Mayfrank et al.\(^{(15)}\) and Braun and Breitmeyer\(^{(16)}\), which also employed peripheral offsets. As the goal of this study was to compare our MRTs data with their SRTs data, it would be important to have similar procedures. The second reason is that by using peripheral offsets we could present S2 around the FP. This procedure is important to discourage the subjects to make an eye movement during the experiment. Since S2 would be detected more efficiently if their eyes were maintained on the FP the subjects would fare better in the tests if they avoid moving the eyes.

We commented, in the introduction, about the results obtained by Ross and Ross\(^{(2-3)}\) regarding the effects of FP changes on SRTs and MRTs. Both studies showed that differences between onset and offset were observed only for SRTs. However, as mentioned, data obtained by our group\(^{(4-5)}\) have shown that MRT can also be differently affected by the onset or the offset of a peripheral cue. There are some reasons to explain the discrepancy between our data and those obtained by Ross and Ross. First, we used simple motor responses (pressing of a key), while in the experiments of Ross and Ross subjects had to move a lever (to the left or to the right) upon the target’s occurrence to generate the MRTs. Thus, while we used non-oriented responses and distal muscles, they used oriented motor responses and proximal muscles. Second, in the present work, onset and offset were intermixed and randomly distributed along the experiments. In the papers of...
Ross and Ross onset and offset were blocked. It means that in a block of trials only onset trials were adopted; offset trials were used in another block. In fact, in another experiment(22) we found some evidences that the context in which offset and onset trials were presented (blocked vs non-blocked) does have an important role in determining MRT. Differences between onset and offset trials for MRTs were greater when non-blocked procedures were adopted.

In this study, the time course of the facilitation found for MRTs was similar to those obtained by Mayfrank et al.(15), Braun and Breitmeyer(16) and Saslow(6) for SRTs. The best interval to produce facilitation on motor responses was 200-300 ms. The similarity between our data and those obtained for saccades at short intervals suggest that both motor systems must share some common mechanisms. However, differently from the studies with SRTs, we also found a second facilitatory zone at longer intervals.

Based on their data, Kingstone and Klein(13), Klein et al.(23) and Reuter-Lorenz et al.(11) proposed the so called two-component model to explain the gap effect. According to them, the reduction on motor responses observed in the gap paradigm would have two components: First, a warning component which follows any warning event (e.g., the offset of a visual stimuli) and is common for both saccadic and manual responses; second, a fixation offset component which is specific for saccades and is observed only when FP is turned off. This second component would be mediated by the fixation neurons (FN) located in the rostral pole of superior colliculus (23). According to this view, the offset of a foveal stimulus would decrease the inhibitory activity that FNs exert on collicular neurons involved with eye movements, decreasing saccades latency(24-28). However, any involvement of collicular FNs with the observed reduction on MRTs is difficult to accept for two reasons: i) There is no evidence that the offset of a peripheral stimulus can also reduce the activity of FNs; and ii) the superior colliculus has little or nothing to do with movement of distal muscles, which were used in our procedures.

More recently, Forbes and Klein(29), Taylor et al.(30) and Trappenberg et al.(31) introduced a third component to this hypothesis: an endogenous top-down interference due to some instructional or temporal prediction (previsibillity) of S2 occurrence. In fact, Findlay and Walker(32) have also emphasized the involvement of the temporal component (the “when” component) in their model for saccade generation. We propose that the decreasing on MRTs observed in our experiments can also be attributed to this endogenous top-down effect.

In our view this endogenous top-down component is related to the preparatory mechanisms that follow the peripheral offset. In the case of SRTs experiments, preparation would be represented by the increased activity of build-up neurons of superior colliculus during the gap interval (for details about build-up activity in superior colliculus(33-36)). For MRTs, this motor preparation can also occur and maybe contribute to a decrease on motor latencies. In fact, using experimental procedures that involve an instructed delay period between a cue and the triggered movement, many papers have documented the effects of this motor preparation activity. This kind of activity has been shown to occur in many motor centers: the motor cortex(37-39), the basal ganglia(40-42) and also at spinal interneurons(43). It seems obvious that for the development of this preparatory activity subjects must be able to predict the timing of target occurrence - temporal expectancy. We propose that the warning effect and the temporal expectancy effect are the major responsible for MRT decreasing observed in our experiments.

The involvement of expectancy in our results can be strongly suggested by the results of the second experiment. Only MRTs at the longest interval were affected by the introduction of catch trials. We believe that when catch trials were introduced (experiment 2), volunteers could not be sure about S2 occurrence, so their MRTs increased due to a less efficient preparatory activity.

The term expectancy has been used here as a synonym for motor preparation or preparatory set. The effects of expectancy/motor preparation in decreasing responses latencies and increasing performance are well known(44-49). Some authors consider the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) as an electroencephalographic (EEG) representation of these phenomena(45,47,50-51). An important finding in this matter was obtained by Gomez et al.(52). These authors found differences in cortical potentials between gap and non-gap (gap 0) paradigms. Using FP offset, they collected choice MRTs for gap-200 ms and gap-0 ms trials and showed that gap-200 induced some alterations in event-related potential which are compatible with expectancy of target occurrence by the subject. This finding corroborates the endogenous top-down influences proposed by Forbes and Klein(29), Taylor et al.(30) and Trappenberg et al.(31). It means that some cortical preparation really occur during the gap interval, and it has to do with the timing of target occurrence - temporal expectancy.

An interesting aspect of expectancy is that it could also be present at short intervals in a blocked array of intervals. When just one interval is used in a block of trials, it seems obvious that subjects will develop an expectancy to the timing of stimulus onset. We believe that in experiments that use fixed intervals, specially those without catch trials, part of the facilitation found in the gap paradigm may be due to this general effect called expectancy, since under these conditions subjects can be sure about the moment of the stimulus onset.

In the study of Braun and Breitmeyer(16), using experimental procedures similar to those adopted for us, a population of express saccades was easily found. In the SRT distribution, they found a population of saccadic responses around the latency of 100-120 ms when the interval between the peripheral offset and the stimulus onset was 200-300 ms. They comment that for all (four) tested subjects, SRT distributions showed a similar pattern. In our study, MRT distribution showed shifts toward short latencies for intervals 200, 300 and 2000. However, data obtained in this and another study(53) showed that distribution of MRTs tended to be more scattered than
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those observed for SRTs\(^{17}\). Despite this, for two subjects (#2 and #6), a peak of MRTs with short latencies (at about 180 ms) emerged. For other subjects (#1, #4, #7 and #8) a peak of MRTs appeared at about 200-210 ms. Therefore, our data indicate that MRTs with short latencies (similar to the “Express Saccades” - “express MRT”) can also be produced, at least for some subjects. As we cannot propose that fixation offset effect contributes to the reduction on MRTs observed here (see above), we are forced to conclude that warning and temporal expectancy are sufficient to induce leftward shifts in our distributions, forming a separate peak of short MRTs.

An intriguing finding of the present study is the fact that MRTs observed at short intervals were not affected by catch trials. These data apparently contrast with those obtained by Jüttner and Wolf\(^{34}\). In their study, fixed gap intervals were used (200 ms) and they found that SRTs increased as catch trials were introduced. However, I said “apparently” because the single interval used in their experiments was 200 ms. Thus, we can interpret their results as another evidence that only the last tested interval is affected by catch trials, and the temporal context is a fundamental point to be considered in reaction times experiments. Therefore, their data corroborate our interpretation that temporal expectancy has a major influence at the longest tested interval.

Finally, if fixation offset effect really cannot be considered for manual responses and peripheral offsets, why are MRTs for short intervals so fast as those obtained for long intervals? Remember that if the reduction on MRTs were mainly due to temporal expectancy, so MRTs should be faster for longer than short intervals. There are two possibilities to explain it: i) we cannot completely discard that fixation or peripheral offsets are able to produce little or residual influences on MRTs at short intervals, just as fixation offsets reduce SRTs. If fixation offset really has nothing to do with limb movements, how can the results obtained by Bekkering et al.\(^{55}\) be explained? These authors found a significant gap effect for pointing and choice key-pressing movements. Moreover, other theories also admit that different motor systems (for example, manual responses) can be affected by the gap effect. This is the case of the “attentional theory” proposed by Fischer and coworkers (for details\(^{37}\)). ii) Subjects could have adopted the strategy of generating two “expectancy waves” during the experiments, an early and a late one. The first “expectancy wave”, addressed to the short intervals, for strategic reasons, would not be affected by catch trials. Top-down influences should induce an increasing in this early expectancy due to the high probability of target occurrence at short intervals.

In conclusion, our data support the hypothesis that the temporal component involved with the preparatory stages for motor responses can be shared by saccadic movements and key press responses, allowing the reduction in the latency of motor responses after the visual offset in the gap paradigm. In our view, however, the question for the existence of the gap effect for manual responses needs first to be addressed at the conceptual level. What does the gap effect really mean, for instance? Facilitation on MRTs after peripheral offset due to warning and preparation (endogenous top-down component) can be considered a “gap effect”? Or the gap effect should be considered a synonym of fixation offset effect? It will be thus necessary first to define “gap effect” in precise terms before concluding anything about its existence concerning other motor patterns beyond saccades.
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